With BigID’s Access Intelligence App, zero in on users with unmanaged access to sensitive data and identify sensitive data with open or extensive access. Highlight vulnerable and high-risk data at-a-glance, uncovering overexposed data in order to prioritize remediation efforts to secure it. Easily find over-permissioned and open access files everywhere – from shared folders to S3 buckets – to minimize the risk of data leaks and data breaches.

With Access Intelligence Remediation, take back control of access to your data by revoking access permissions from groups and users to remediate open access or external access. Carry out remediation efforts automatically through the Action Center or delegate to the appropriate data owners using the BigID Remediation App.

**Access Intelligence**

**Data Intelligence Meets Access Intelligence**

Identify and remediate high-risk data access issues, at scale.

- Consolidated dashboard to view what personal and sensitive data is overexposed and over-privileged.
- Identify & prioritize vulnerable data for remediation.
- Get visibility to enable risk mitigation activities for regulations with significant open-access requirements.
- Automatically revoke unneeded and redundant access privileges on individuals or groups.
- Remediate directly with BigID’s Action Center or delegate to the right person on your team.
- Extend access intelligence across cloud storage, file servers, and unstructured data sources.
- Deliver up-to-date insights on open access for security teams responsible for privacy protection.